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Phone:
(888) 419-4414
(972) 446-8911

Fax:
(972) 446-6411

Call for a free CD-Rom
catalog or visit our web site
for color photos and a
detailed listing of our
complete office and material
handling systems:

www.officeandwarehouse.com

Office and Warehouse is a
full service supplier - from
planning, to CAD drawings,
to installation, to service.

Office and

warehouse

Efficiency
Vertical carousels can greatly increase office
filing and storage efficiency by reducing the
time it takes to search through numerous rows
or even separate rooms of standard office filing
equipment.  The result is high density storage
in reduced floor space which increases workers
efficiency by eliminating walk and search times.

Operation
With a simple touch of a button the internal
carousel rotates to the requested shelf and in
seconds operating personnel have access to
stored items.

Security
A slide down front panel with an attached keyed
lock prevents unauthorized access to the unit.

Reduced Floor Space
Vertical carousels can greatly reduce the required floor space it takes to store commonly requested office and
filing items into a single centralized unit.  With only a small footprint, vertical carousels use cheaper and
more available vertical air space as compared to expensive and congested floor space.  Standard units easily
fit within smaller room heights but can be easily configured to extend through ceiling tile - dramatically
increasing overall storage capacity while maintaining the same floor footprint.

Configuration Options
A great feature of vertical carousels is the
ability to configure each unit for many different
applications.  One unit can be individually
outfitted for a variety of storage applications
while each internal carrier shelf within each
unit can be individually configured for different
storage options:

u Folders - letter/legal end tab and hanging
u Checks, cards, microfiche, CD-Roms
u Binders, Books, Periodicals
u Mail and Literature Shelving
u Audio and Video Tapes
u Pharmaceutical

Alternative High Density Filing And Storage Solutions

Pull Out Shelving Rotary File Cabinets Manual and Electric Movable ShelvingLateral Sliding File Shelving

kardex lektriever , remstar , megastar , hanel , vertical carousel , folder carousel , vertical fi l ing , rotary fi l ing , rotary cabinet , kardveyor

Common Carrier Shelf Configurations

Standard
Open Shelf

2 & 3 Tier Shelf
For Literature, Mail, Totes-Bins

End Tab Folder, Book &
Binder Shelf With Dividers

Pull Out Top Tab
Folder Drawer

Offset Multi Tier Shelf
For Storage Totes-Bins
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